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process mining. From an event log, it is possible to discover a
process model [2]. Those process models can be used, for
example, to detect bottlenecks. This research focusses on
bottleneck analysis techniques using process mining.
Currently, limited research is conducted concerning bottleneck
analysis using process mining. Therefore, first the state-of-theart concerning bottlenecks and process mining within all
domains are examined. Based on the gathered information, a
framework is proposed that classifies papers based on the
maturity level of the bottleneck analysis process mining
techniques used. To validate the research, a proof-of-concept
demonstration is given. This demonstration uses a data set
provided by Bemthuis et al. [5] that contains data about a
logistic process. The goal of the research is to find a way to
properly analyze the state-of-the-art concerning bottleneck
analysis techniques using process mining.

ABSTRACT
Solving bottlenecks can increase the performance of processes.
One way to detect bottlenecks is by using process mining
techniques. This research focuses on bottleneck analysis using
process mining. The goal is to provide a way to analyze process
mining bottleneck analysis techniques. This is done by
presenting a conceptual framework that classifies the state-ofthe-art based on how mature a bottleneck analysis by using
process mining techniques is conducted. The proposed maturity
levels are Detect, Predict, and Recommend. The results
indicated that most research is about detecting bottlenecks
only, while limited attention is given to prediction and
recommendation techniques. Therefore, researching prediction
and recommendation techniques is a possible future research
direction. The presented framework is validated through a
demonstration that shows how process mining bottleneck
analysis techniques can be applied in practice. The framework
can be used to check for a case which maturity level suits.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Process Mining

Keywords

Process mining is a relatively young discipline that attempts to
bridge the gap between data mining and process modeling [2].
The goal of process mining is to discover, check conformance,
or enhance processes by using knowledge extracted from event
logs [3]. Event logs can be gathered from most information
systems (e.g. ERP system) [4]. A process mining tool can
transform the data from the event logs into a process model
(e.g. a Petri net or a Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) model). On such a process model, several types of
analysis can be performed. It depends on the goal which type
of analysis is best to reach that goal.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there was a shortage of toilet paper at the grocery
stores. People were buying multiple packs at a time which
caused empty shelves. There was more than enough stock
available at the warehouses, but the problem was getting the
stock from the warehouse to the grocery stores [17]. This
problem can be seen as the bottleneck in the process. The
problem stated above is just one example of where a bottleneck
has an impact on society. One way to detect or analyze
bottlenecks is by using process mining. Process mining is a
discipline whose goal is to discover, check conformance, or
enhance processes by using knowledge extracted from event
logs [4]. Process mining is a discipline that has gained a lot of
interest lately. From 2007 onwards, many papers about process
mining have been published [8]. There is a growing number of
information systems, e.g., Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
systems, and a growing number of data available, because of
connected devices and the Internet of Things. Therefore, there
is also a growing number of available event logs. Event logs
can be subtracted from those systems and then be used for

2.2 Bottlenecks
To find bottlenecks, a clear definition of a bottleneck is needed.
There are multiple definitions of bottlenecks. According to
Roser [14], bottlenecks are processes that influence the
throughput of the entire system. The larger the influence, the
more significant the bottleneck [14]. Another word for
bottleneck is constraint. In [9], a constraint is described as
“anything that limits a system from achieving higher
performance versus its goal. Every system should have at least
one constraint”. Heo defines the bottleneck of a process as “the
resource pool that has the minimum capacity among all the
resource pools that have been involved in the process” [10].
Based on these three definitions a bottleneck can be described
as a process within a system that stops or slows down the entire
process. If this bottleneck can be improved, the overall
performance of the process will be better, which will e.g. result
in a reduced flow time or reduced costs.
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2.3 Operational support
The proposed maturity levels, described in chapter 2.4, are
partly based on the three types of operational support. Those
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three types, Detect, Predict, and Recommend are described by
Van der Aalst in [2]. Process mining can be used to perform
those operational support activities. The first operational
support activity is Detect. This activity is about detecting
behavior that is different from the modeled behavior [3]. The
other two operational support activities are Predict and
Recommend. Predictions can help in making decisions about
the next step to take (e.g., predict remaining flow time or total
costs) [3]. With a recommendation, the system will suggest the
best decision based on the goal (e.g. minimize remaining flow
time, minimize costs, or resource usage) automatically [3]. A
combination of multiple of those goals is also possible [2].

RQ 1.2 What are suitable maturity levels for
classifying the state-of-the-art about process mining
bottleneck techniques?
RQ 1.3 What is the state-of-the-art of papers that
discuss bottleneck analysis by using process mining
techniques?
RQ 1.4 How can the techniques related to the
proposed maturity levels be applied in practice?

4. RELATED WORK
4.1 Bottleneck detection

2.4 Maturity levels

There have been several studies on the detection of bottlenecks.
In [12], a method is proposed that can be used to detect
bottlenecks within modern supply chain networks. That study
uses network theory and the method proposed in the paper can
be used to find on which supplier a company relies the most
and therefore most often is the bottleneck. However, the study
only proposes a method to detect one type of bottlenecks. This
is limited since with process mining it is possible to detect
multiple kinds of bottlenecks.

One of the concepts used in this research is maturity. We will
describe maturity as the extent to which a certain concept is
implemented or applied. Maturity can be divided into several
levels, the maturity levels. In this research, maturity will mean
to which extent bottleneck analysis process mining techniques
are applied or used. The least mature activity while analyzing
bottlenecks using process mining is detecting where the
bottlenecks are. Therefore, the first maturity level will be
Detect. This should not be confused with the proposed maturity
level detect. With the maturity level Detect, it is purely showing
where the bottlenecks are, as where the operational support
activity is about detecting behavior that is different from the
modeled behavior [3]. It is useful to know where the
bottlenecks are, in order to solve them. However, more
achievements are possible with process mining, e.g., avoiding
the bottlenecks by taking another path. Therefore, there needs
to be other maturity levels that describe the full potential of
process mining. The other two defined maturity levels are
partly based on the three types of operational support as
described by Van der Aalst [2]. Process mining can be used to
perform those operational support activities. Two of those
activities, Predict and Recommend, are suitable as a maturity
level into which the state-of-the-art about bottleneck analysis
process mining techniques mining can be classified. To
visualize this, Predict and Recommend activities can be
compared with the functionalities of Google Maps 1. When
traveling from one place to another, Google Maps predicts how
long this route will take. When driving and an accident happens
on the followed route, Google Maps suggests avoiding the
traffic jam, the bottleneck, by suggesting a different route.

4.2 Refined process mining framework
The refined process mining framework is described in [1]. One
element of the framework consists of activities that can be
performed using process mining. These activities are divided
into three categories; cartography, auditing, and navigation.
Based on the goal, one or multiple activities can be performed.
Some activities are related to bottlenecks, e.g. Predict or
Recommend activities. However, these activities are general
process mining activities and do not show how advanced the
application or development of those activities are. The
conceptual framework that results from the research is partly
based on some of the activities of the refined process mining
framework, seen in Figure 1. The conceptual framework can,
in contrast to the refined process mining framework, show to
which extent process mining activities are applied.

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This research aims to provide insights into which process
mining techniques concerning bottlenecks have been applied.
This might be useful when trying to decide which future
research directions to pursue. To this end, a classification
scheme for determining to which extent process mining
bottleneck techniques are applied is designed. The following
main question will be answered:
RQ 1 How can process mining bottleneck techniques
be analyzed?
The following sub-questions will help to answer the main
research question:
Figure 1. Refined process mining framework [1]

RQ 1.1 Which bottleneck techniques can be
distinguished when applying process mining?

4.3 Tools
Several tools can be used when process mining. The most
commonly used tools are ProM 2 and Disco 3. Disco is a
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commercial tool whereas ProM is an open-source tool. Disco is
rather limited when it comes to functionalities, however, it is
easy to use. ProM is an elaborate tool, which has many plugins and provides more functionalities. Therefore, ProM is more
suitable when diving into the world of process mining.

bottlenecks and process mining within the logistics domain, it
was decided to focus the literature review on all domains.

5.1.2 Selection Criteria
To define the scope of the search, the following search query
was used: TITLE-ABS-KEY (( "process* mining" OR
"workflow* mining" ) AND ( bottleneck* )). This search
query, used for both databases, searches in the title, abstract,
and keywords. It resulted in a list of documents that concern
bottlenecks and process mining, not limited to a certain domain.
On Scopus, 111 documents were found. On Web of Science,
67 of those documents were found.

4.4 Data analytics
In [16], Wang proposes a framework that classifies papers
based on three types of data analytics. Descriptive analytics,
predictive analytics, and prescriptive analytics. Descriptive
analytics makes use of historical data and is useful for
identifying problems. Predictive analytics uses algorithms and
programming to predict what will happen in the future. With
prescriptive analytics, alternative decisions are assessed and the
best one is chosen, e.g., to improve business performance.
Those three types of data analytics have similarities with the
proposed maturity levels and support the conceptual
framework proposed in this paper that these are suitable
categories to classify the state-of-the-art.

Several inclusion/exclusion criteria were used. All papers that
were not written in English were excluded. Only the papers that
were accessible online were included. For this research, all
found papers could be accessed online. After applying the
inclusion and exclusion criteria, the duplicates were removed.
This resulted in a list with 98 possibly interesting papers.
Sometimes, the database contained twice the same paper, e.g.,
once as part of a conference and once as a standalone paper.
This explains that the number of papers without duplicates was
lower than the number of papers found on Scopus. The next
step that has been carried out was the first screening based on
the title, the abstract, and the keywords. Papers were rejected if
the keyword ‘bottleneck’ was only used as part of an
introduction, instead of being the subject of the research. Papers
were also rejected if the paper was not about process mining.
All other papers were accepted during this first screening
round, which resulted in 50 remaining papers.

4.5 Contribution
This research will advance the state-of-the-art by presenting a
conceptual framework that classifies papers about bottleneck
analysis using process mining techniques. A systematic
mapping study about process mining techniques and its
applications has been carried out by Garcia in [8]. That paper
provides an overview of process mining as a whole, including
the domains in which process mining is applied and the most
mentioned algorithms. However, [8] does not explicitly focus
on process mining techniques concerning bottlenecks, as this
research does. Based on this conceptual framework, one can
check how mature bottleneck analysis techniques are included
within the state-of-the-art. This conceptual framework can be
used as a direction for future research. Furthermore, a
demonstration of how the aforementioned process mining
techniques can be applied in practice is given. The majority of
the state-of-the-art contain specific case studies (e.g., [7], [15]),
while this paper shows a more general approach on how the
process mining techniques can be applied in practice.

5.1.3 Determining Relevance
The next round was carrying out a full-text screening. Based on
the full text, it could be determined whether a maturity level
could be assigned to the paper and which maturity level this
should be. Each document was assessed based on the following
three criteria. For each maturity level, Detect, Predict, and
Recommend, it was checked whether any of the three criteria
matched with one of the three maturity levels.
Cr 1 The document does not mention concepts
related to bottleneck analysis using process mining;

5. METHODOLOGY

Cr 2 The document mentions concepts related to
bottleneck analysis using process mining;

The used methodology for the research is Peffers design
science methodology [13]. The identified problem is that right
now, the state-of-the-art does not contain a way to analyze
process mining bottleneck techniques. To define the objectives
of the research, several sub-questions were thought of to help
to answer the main question. These sub-questions will help to
understand the scope of the research. The third activity was to
design a conceptual framework that links the state-of-the-art
papers that consider bottleneck analysis using process mining
to the determined maturity levels. However, defining the
maturity levels was more an iterative process. While assessing
the state-of-the-art, new insights arose and the defined maturity
levels were updated accordingly.

Cr 3 The document is a complete study about
concepts related to bottleneck analysis using process
mentions.
If a document with a certain maturity level fulfilled criteria 1,
this means that for that maturity level, no relevant concepts
concerning bottlenecks and process mining were mentioned. In
that case, a score of 0 was assigned. If a document with a certain
maturity level matched criteria 2, this means that certain
concepts were mentioned that are relevant for that maturity
level. In that case, a score of 1 was assigned. Lastly, if a
document with a certain maturity level matches criteria 3, this
means that certain concepts were mentioned that are relevant
for the maturity level and that it is a complete study (e.g.,
contained a small case study or proof-of-concept
demonstration). In that case, it would get a score of 2. For every
document, it was observed if one of the maturity levels could
be assigned to that document and which score should be
assigned. Possibly multiple maturity levels were assigned to the
same paper. However, it was never the case that a paper scored
a 2 on more than one maturity level. It occurred several times
that a paper scored a 2 on one maturity and scored a 1 on one
or both of the other maturity levels. Some documents scored a
0 for every maturity level. These documents are excluded from

5.1 Literature review
For assessing the state-of-the-art, a systematic literature review
is performed in line with the guidelines proposed by
Kitchenham [11].

5.1.1 Search Process
For this research, two databases were examined, Scopus and
Web of Science. The original aim of this research was to focus
on bottleneck analysis techniques using process mining within
the logistics domain and to see how these could be analyzed.
However, due to a shortage of available documents concerning
3

the conceptual framework. The result of the systematic
literature review was a list of 45 relevant documents with
maturity levels assigned to them. The systematic literature
review process can be seen in Figure 2. In Table 1, a
visualization of the process explained above can be found.

6. RESULTS
Maturity levels are used as a way to measure process mining
bottleneck techniques. As discussed in chapter two, the
determined maturity levels are Detect, Predict, and
Recommend. To analyze to what extent those techniques were
applied in the state-of-the-art, all papers were scored based on
several criteria as described in chapter 5. With the resulting
scores, the following conceptual framework that classifies thestate-of-the-art could be constructed, see Table 2.

Table 1. Visualization of the ‘Determining the Relevance’
process
Name of paper

Detect

Predict

Recommend

Score

Score

Score

{0, 1, 2}

{0, 1, 2}

{0, 1, 2}

Table 2. The proposed framework, containing all papers
that met criteria 2 or 3
Level 1 Detect

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36,
37, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 50

Level 2 Predict

3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 25, 29, 37, 43,
46, 49

Level 3 Recommend

3, 4, 11, 15, 43, 46

After the systematic literature was carried out, the papers were
placed in the framework. Based on the framework, several
interesting conclusions could be drawn, which helped with
answering the research questions.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the systematic
literature review, the number represents the number of
papers

In the table above, every paper that achieved at least a score of
1 for that certain maturity level is included in the framework.
Papers can be classified within multiple maturity levels if the
aforementioned conditions were fulfilled. The number in the
table corresponds with the number of the paper in appendix A.
From the table results that 44 papers fit within the first maturity
level, 13 within the second level, and only 6 at the most mature
level. Therefore it can be said that in the state-of-the-art,
detecting bottlenecks using process mining techniques is fairly
mature. However, predicting bottlenecks and making
recommendations concerning bottlenecks using process mining
techniques is currently hardly mature.

5.2 Demonstration

Number of documents

How the proposed maturity levels work in practice is showed
through a proof-of-concept demonstration. This demonstration
first focusses on the first maturity level, detect. It follows the
Process Mining Project Methodology, also known as PM 2 [6].
The goal of this demonstration is to show how a bottleneck can
be detected using process mining. Knowing where the
bottleneck is can help in improving processes. In this case, the
bottleneck is the process that has the highest flow time. The
dataset used for this demonstration contains data about a
logistic process. The dataset is provided by Bemthuis et al. and
is also used in [5]. First, the raw data is converted to a CSV file
and that file is converted into an event log (XES file). The event
log was filtered using the ‘Filter Log using Simple Heuristics’
plug-in. From this filtered event log, a process model was
discovered using the ‘Mine Petri net with Inductive Miner’
plug-in. This Petri net, together with the event log, can be used
for performance and conformance checking. This was done by
using the ‘Replay a Log on Petri net for
Performance/Conformance Analysis’. After using this plug-in,
the bottleneck was shown in red within the discovered process
model. Further, the demonstration exists of a textual
description of how process mining prediction and
recommendation techniques can be applied in practice.

13
12
11 Detect Predict Recommend
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
2012
2013
2014

Table 3. The proposed framework, containing all papers
that met criteria 3
Level 1 Detect

1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45,
50

Level 2 Predict

8, 9, 13

Level 3 Recommend

-

One of the interesting results gathered from Table 3 is that there
has not been a complete study when it comes to making

Detect Score of 2

2015

2016

Predict Score of 2

2017

2018

2019

Figure 3. The number of papers per year, if a bar contains two colors, the highest bar indicates the total amount of papers,
whereas the smaller bar indicates the number of papers with score 2
4

recommendations and bottlenecks. Another interesting aspect
is that from the 44 papers that detect a bottleneck using process
mining, 32 were a complete study. When analyzing the results
from the framework, there are several interesting findings if the
papers are categorized per year, see Figure 3. The year 2020
was not included since this year is not finished. It seems as if
there was an increasing trend in the number of papers that can
be classified within the maturity level detect, but that it has
reached its top in 2018 and is now decreasing. What also can
be seen in Figure 3 is that from 2018 onwards there is an
increase in documents that can be classified within the second
maturity level, Predict. Therefore it seems that research is
shifting from detecting bottlenecks towards making predictions
for operational support. Also, a small increase in the number of
documents mentioning recommendations can be perceived.

use recommendation techniques, a partial trace is also needed.
Based on the goal, assume that in this case this is the lowest
remaining flow time, the system will suggest what will be the
best next activity to do, therefore avoiding possible bottlenecks.
In this case, this will be the activity that results in the lowest
remaining flow time. The benefit of recommendation compared
to prediction is that the system will suggest what is the best next
step to take automatically. Also, it is possible to make a
recommendation based on multiple goals, e.g. a trade-off
between minimizing the remaining flow time but also with a
minimum total cost.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This research focused on a way to analyze the state-of-the-art
concerning bottleneck analysis techniques using process
mining. Partly based on the operational support activities, three
maturity levels, Detect, Predict, and Recommend, were
proposed as a way to classify the state-of-the-art. This
conceptual framework was validated by a small proof-ofconcept demonstration showing how the techniques related to
the maturity levels can be applied in practice. To define the
maturity levels as well as to classify the state-of-the-art into the
maturity levels, a systematic literature review was conducted.
The result of the classification gave insights into how mature
the state-of-the-art use process mining bottleneck analysis
techniques so far. The majority of the documents are about
detecting bottlenecks, limited research is done when it comes
to predicting and recommending activities.

7. DEMONSTRATION
The purpose of this demonstration is to show how process
mining techniques related to the proposed maturity levels can
be applied in practice. The state-of-the-art mostly contains
specific case studies (e.g. [7], [15]). This demonstration shows
a more general approach to how process mining bottleneck
analysis techniques can be used. The proof-of-concept
demonstration first focusses on the first maturity level, Detect.
This demonstration is executed using the ProM Lite 1.1 tool.
The goal of this demonstration is to show how a bottleneck can
be detected using process mining and that the results can be
used for improving the process. The dataset used contains data
from a logistic process and is provided by Bemthuis et al. [5].
From the systematic mapping of Garcia followed that only
4.67% of the papers about process mining are focused on the
logistics domain [8]. This is rather limited, especially compared
to the healthcare domain, as 28.03% of the papers about process
mining are within the healthcare domain. Therefore, it can be
concluded that there is still great potential for future research
towards process mining within the logistics domain, hence the
reason why this dataset was chosen. Following the steps
mentioned in chapter 5.2 resulted in a discovered Petri net, that
contains performance data and therefore can show the
bottleneck. From the result shown in Figure 4, it follows that
the bottleneck, in this case, is present within the transportation
processes. If it is known where the bottleneck is located,
evasive actions can be taken to avoid the bottleneck, or the
process can be improved by eliminating the bottleneck.

There are certain limitations when it comes to this research.
First, the framework needs more validation. For instance, only
a small demonstration was given that showed how the
techniques can be applied in practice, whereas the state-of-theart the majority of the time conducts a full case study. To fully
support this conceptual framework, more validation is needed.
Another issue might be that the framework is not complete. It
was not the intention to provide a conclusive framework, but
this research aimed to provide a way to analyze the state-ofthe-art. It might be possible that there are more suitable
maturity levels. Lastly, although this research is not tailored to
a specific domain, one may also want to extend the work with
domain-specific bottleneck constructs (e.g., from the logistics
discipline). To gain specific future research directions, there
should be more specific research within the desired domain.
Multiple possible future research directions result from this
research. First, there might be more research done to validate
the proposed framework, for example by conducting more
elaborate case studies to validate the maturity levels. Another
possible research direction is focusing more on prediction and
making recommendations by using process mining. Currently,
the number of documents published concerning those subjects
are lagging compared to the number of documents that are
about detecting bottlenecks. Further, this researched used a
dataset containing data from the logistics domain. In the future,
it can be interesting to use datasets from other domains as well
to gain more specific knowledge.

Figure 4. Discovered Petri net with the bottleneck
processes shown in red
The detection of the bottleneck in the example above is based
on historical data. However, to predict or recommend current
data (a partially finished event trace) is needed. In practice,
prediction techniques can be used in the following way. Using
a process mining tool (e.g., ProM), plug-ins can be used to
predict the remaining flow time or predict the total costs. In
this case, we assume that a partially finished trace is used and
the remaining flow time is predicted. This prediction can be
used when making decisions. Based on past experiences, it is
known if the predicted remaining flow time is desirable. If a
higher than usual remaining flow time is predicted, somewhere
down the road a bottleneck will appear. This knowledge can be
used to decide which activity is the best next step to take to
avoid the bottleneck. Recommending goes one step further. To

This study attempted to provide a framework that classified the
state-of-the-art about bottleneck analysis process mining
techniques. Future research is necessary to overcome its
limitations and to provide more knowledge when it comes to
prediction and recommendation techniques.
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year of publication and then alphabetically based on the
author's last name. Five of the documents in the table below are
excluded from the framework proposed in the research because
those documents got assigned a score of 0 on all maturity
levels.

APPENDIX
A. RESULTS FULL-TEXT SCREENING
This table contains a list of the papers that were screened during
the full-text screening and which scores were assigned to each
maturity level. The table is first ordered based on a descending
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